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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the construction and imple-
mentation of the Precision Arithmetic_Programming System 
designed for use on the GE - 225 Data Processing System~. .) 
The system was written as a collection of subroutines in 
the LEWIZ programmi:ng langu~ge. Various list processi~g 
. -~· 
····--··· ... - ···- .:·'"··---- - - - --- --··-· .. ~ ...... -· 
"' techniques were applied in the structuri~g of the data 
for the system to provide efficient and dynamic memory 
alloca.tion. The Precision Arithmetic Programmi~g System_ 
:.p,rovides the ability to perform ordi-nary arithmetic 
operations_ on integer data of any order of magnitude 
without .. any loss of precision in the final result. 
-· 
-- '··- - -, .... -:···-·--··· -,•- -••;•-;-•.-~ - • • • .,, - •·•· _.__ • • r ,,-,,· ~ ----,-· ••-------···· ·-··---· --·-• 
t; " 
-
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INTRODUCTION ·---~ ~-------·- ----··-·- -- ·. ·.· 
'<I' 
~ 
-- --- - -
· Compute_r~ have a well established reputa.tion · for 
their ability to carry out ·v·arious ari thmetic--operations 
on numbers with·_ great speed and accuracy. Recently, .how-
ever, digital computers have been app_lied, witif varying 
degrees of success, to non-numeric types of data process-
ing such as in~ormation retrieval, pattern rec~gnition, 
and decision making. Although the use of d~gital com-
puters in these areas ip. still mostly ·in·· the --exp-effmental 
stage, various studies have produced some rather useful 
intermediate results •. The studies being carried on by 
1 2 
.H. Gelernter, J. McCarthy, and others· dealing with· ·the 
.. 
processi~g of lists of non-numeric data have produced· 
a variety oflist processing techniques, as well as list 
...... _________ •. -C . .'... ... _:: __ . ·~-''.----"------proce-s-si~g- pr~grammin-g- -lan-gua-ges .. like . LISP_,-..... IPL-V , .. an.d __ _ 
SLIP. Although. these techniques were used on lists of 
non-numeric data, .they can also be applied quite easily 
to lists of numeric data. 
The purpose of -this study was to cons·truct a Preci-
sion Arithmetic. Pr~.gramming System (PAPS) -for operating 
I. . 
-
exactly ori arbitrarily la~ge, but finite, integers. 
Certain list processing.techniques such as push down lists, 
threaded lists, and stacking proved to be quite useful 
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TECHNIQUES 
INTEGER REPRESENTATION 
The Precision Arithmetic Pr~grammi~g System was 
. written in the LEWIZ programming language for the GE.-225 
~ ~ '· ,.. '~--~-~-"~·-·· ~~~--....,,_..~ digital _computer. The ·basicf unit of information in the __________ _ 
- ----- ---- - - ---------0 
GE-225 computer is a word which consists of 20 binary 
digits. Two kinds of numbers can be used in LEWIZ, 
fixed point numbers which _require one word of storage 
and floating-point numbers which require two words of 
storage. ·The largest· fixed point number that is allow-
able in LEWI·Z is in .absolute value the integer 262,143 
' 
. . 
whi .. le the largest floating point number allowed in LEWIZ 
is approximately 10 76 • 
Since the .PAPS was designed to p_~_rform arithmetic 
on .arbi-tr'ari·ry·-·-· 1arge.;· 'fifii~e integers-, ,a system -of 
- .. 
- - --- ,,..-- ---------- -- -
--·- _;.:·_.;, ___ ,;._ ' 
.storing. these integers in a. manner that would permit 
-
each .decimal __ digi t to be preserved in con tex.t had_ to__be. 
devised. The convention that was adopted was. to factor-
each-int~ger into three d~gi t portions and s.tore -these :- -
portions, ·by place-value, as fixed point numbers. That 
is·, each three digit portien of an integer would require 
one word of storage. .. . 
Before_ goi~g any farther .. i.n this discussion, it 
will be useful to make~ some defini.tions. In the PAPS, 
.. 
- ..... - .. - - , _____ . 
, .... - .c, ··-.:·,: -,--··· -
· • · · ., .. _"'..;c.:;;;r"'"'J~W''1MC.~·•·
111
":i.'li:r~W&f~~~:.':':i-,~·~':'. ,:. '..: '.. ,~:.~f · , ~" .. -~f~~~;,.i:IS'\lY1'~-:;;~,,.,,:,;,.;;,r.q";:r~~ ,;:~i!J,:,,,~,;fa~-frii'~,'2,t_c.:;~·,~t;;!.'..'i'.i:,::;t.,:·.:~.,,k.&:,::!rA"'"~:"'~;;.;i,,1;,,;?"'~l.'.i;,_;,.J"·cY2.,µ;,.~ ,,;,.,t:wa,,r,;·;,.~,~,e:,t-,::<1J1::;,.,,;:,i:f-:i4+:.;;: .. ""· , .. , ''"' '""''''''''<•;•,;.0.:wc:::.\'i .. 1;:;,..··,:·,-: ...• ,-~--.-· • .-- ·t~~~~t:i::,:h,~r:.:;::~~·~,;,:.:,~-:;::.:J~:..;~·;..:.~:.:.:!.~.~~..---





• -=~ -----7---- --~-
-- •, .! ., I •';;;."·,~_I.: 
. ' 4 
the ·basic storage unit is called· a data cell. A data-.· 
~-- ---
cell qan store any_ .j.nteger having tip to three decimal 
. . 
digits along_with a sign. It requires one word of 
storage. An integer, o~ number, will refer to an ordered 
collection of data cells, each containing a three-digit 
------- ----~-. por~-~-Q~_·Q_~------~~9me __ dec!!Il-al . integer. The ordering is by 





place value of the decim-al· integer porti_ons-. An int~ger 
may consist -O'f · just one Gla·ta ceLl or it m-ay consist of ---~ 
many data cells. Each data. cell can represent any 
decimal integer whose absolute value is less than or 
equal to the integer 999. 
·" J ·INTEGER ADDRESSING C 
I 
size, 
In order to be able to store int~gers of arb·i:trary 
it is necessary to construct an addressing scheme 
which will pe_rmi t storage of decimal integers of ·various 
~-- _;_ - ·--~·~·'-~~ :- ~.-:-·- ,. -· -- - - -
. :;. ' 
-- ----··-------------
ula~ion, while using as little available memory space as 
- possible. 
·- ;.;.· 
The me·thod of addressing that this system uses is: 
. . 
.. -:---similar to addres-sing schemes used in certain 11st 
... -.-- ·-- p·rocess·ors. - .. A given -dcftct" ce11 · is -assigned th·ree kinds-·--
j 
of addresses: an index, a pr.eceding link, and a next 
link. The index address is the actual location of a given 
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DATA array •. The preceding link address is'the.location 
(within the DATA array) of the data cell just precedi~g · 
the given data cell.- The precedi~g link is also a member 
of a single dimension array called the PLNK array, and 
this link has the same index within the PLNK array as the 
give~ data cell has within the DATA array. The third 
kind of address, ·the next link, is the location (within 
.,. .. . . .. ' -· ··- ... ·-·· ..... ··-·· ......... ···---· .. ., ......... , .... ~-~ -,-- . -
·· the DATA array) of· the data ce11· Just following the 
given data cell. The next link belongs to a single 
dimension arr.ay called the NLNK array,· and its index· is 
the same as the index of the given data cell. This 
addressing scheme is known as a threaded l!~_t ___ !3tructure. 
-------·---------- - - . ~------- -- ____ .. ----- -- - --
--··--···- -·----~------~ -,-~ ..... --c---•-. ·--------- ·• 
_ .. ,....,... .• , .----c=~--'""'·""'"'" ... --.-~~~~- ••. - .. ·-----------·--··---··--... -. ".,,_-~. -= ...... --.--.-... .... ,-t-,_.....,.,_ ... __ ..... ~-... -·-·---=----· .... ------· ......... -...----..... -... -----0-- - .-~-. - -- ··--·· ------. ---
~-· 
. .· 
All addresses are three digit fixe~--Point n-umbe-rs ranging- -- .. · 
in value from 001 to 500, sinpe each of the arrays, the 
" DATA array, the PLNK array, and NLNK array consist of up 
to 500 words of storage.·. This is actually an upper limit 
to -the size of the arrays and one may specify the size 
~., .... array desired within 1 this range. A fourth array which is 
actually p~r1:.of the DArA array is also required. It is 
called the list of available space (tOAS) arra.y~---·-Tnii · 
array contains __ __g __ ll ___ t,hose indices referenci~g data ce:t.ls 
-- . 
in the DATA array. Initially, ... tlie·---LOAS- -array wil--1 . contain -
every index in the DATA array, but as integers are input 
to the system, the DATA array fills up and the LOAS array 
' 
empties. However, the LOAS array is a·ctually dynamic in 
•--· ' • 
,M • 0 
• - • --··-··•·· ·--·- -· ··--·- -- .. --. . --•·-e• ..... ---~-···•·•-·"•·•··· --···· ................ _:-::·-:::_--:··--· 
.. 
..., .------.. 
operation since as -int~gers are no long_~r needed in the 
system, they are deleted and their data cell ind;i.9.e~. are 
returned to the LOAS array for use by new int~gers. The 
LOAS array. is a pushdown list: 'fhat is, when an address-
is returned to the LOAS, the other addresses are pushed 
. .. 
down one place and the returned address ·is put at the top 
of_ the LOAS array •. Also, as an address is removed from 
the top of the LOAS, the next available C address -"pops up" 
to the top of the list. In other words, the LOAS array 
is a "first-in-last-out" type of list. F~gure 1 illus-
trates the list structure of the DATA and LOAS arrays. 





1 r : ·., :· , -
aC------~-~-~---~-be""abi&.-tO~df~-ti~g~!'sh~~tW~~ri- t~o ~P-r~~nt;tions. - The 
. ' .) . 
_. actual or decimal representation of an integer refers to 
its familiar arithmetic form, sign preceding its h~gh 
~ 
. ----
order digit followed by decimal digits with either a 
.,. 
comma or a blank mark_ing successive powers of a thousand. 
For instance, the integers 
-64, 721,805 
100,216' or 
-64 721 805· 
1-00 .. 216 
-1 ··: .• 
., . ._f 
.. -c:/-.-~ ....... -~«-----·- ·----·---~---·-·-·· .............. ·-------- -·~- ' - - ... ... .,.. . -·- - - -- ·- ·--··-· -· ..__ _ - - - -· .. _ ... -·- ~ ... --····-··---·~ 
-- - ·· - _____________ .: _____ ._ ··are ·g-i ven in their actual form. -- The i·n·t·ern·al represe·nta-
tion of an integer is its cellular form alo!lg w.ith its 
thread addresses. F~gure 2 illustrates the i.nternal and 
actual representations of an integer. Here .it can be 
. ~ .· 
.< 
: ' ... 
j-. . --- --- . 
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INDEX DATA PLNK NLNK 





-439 -~ 408 328 -·· ... .•. .t.,'. . .. . . ···- .. 
_3:2a: 
-201 327 329 
:J-2.·9: 000 32·:a· . .. . 035 
03:5·_ 
-536 32·9 :0.36 




--809 036 508 1 I 
-J so·a 
-334' 261 429 
429 -001 508 0 
·--- . Actual Representation 
·--0-'7"6 439 201 000 536 · 771 809 344 001 
... . 







... ..:.:u· $ • !S.&2£U.£_ .. !, .•.• 
...... 
. .. ,, 
----- • --- ----- - -- i---- ----' _, ____ ·.-' - ... -·,--- .. _·_9_, . ---,.· _ .'..\_._ 
. . 
------ --- --~---:-...:.--seen-tha-t----da.ta-celL 40 8 _ con.tains_~_th~ _high. ~~~er three 
d~gits (-076) of the above int~ger. 1 Since no higher 
order'digits exist for this integer, its PLNK value is 
O, while the next lower three d~git part of the int~ger 
is located at data cell 327, that is, its NLNK value is 
327. Similarly, data cell 429 contains the lowest order 
three d~git part of the integer. Since no lower d~gits 
.':· 
- ---- . --·, ... ~ .. - ~ r, - ..;_.,_, 
exist --- £.or the int~ger, its NLNK. value is O , _while its · 
PLNK value is 508, ·that is, the next higher order three 
digit part of the integer (-334) is stored in the data 
-- .. ·cell 508. The data cells between these end cells each 
contain the·· other three d~git parts of the int~ger. It 
is clear that this method of integer storage is quite 
useful si·nce it provides stmple accessibility of an 
integer from either of its ends, its high order end or 
its low order end, depending on which is needed or 
desired. 
' " 
.A number is us·ually a value assigned to a variable 
by some arithmetic operation. The PAPS system provides 
- the ca.E~bili ty of · labeli!lg ·int~gers with reference. names 
(satisfyi~g the rules for nami~g variables described in 
the LEWIZ manual). 3 However, the actual value assigned 
,. 
to the reference name is not the value of the int~ger, 
since this would not be possible for such a large number. 
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- ··-- - -- - -·-·- --
- --- ---- ----
-
·of the high order data call and the ·indet of the· low . 
. 
order data cell of the int~ger by performing the. follow-
.ing calculation: 
Reference key = 10·00 X high order cell index + low order 
cell index 
This reference key is the value that given to the int~ger's 
reference name. ~ince this value often would be larger 
---~ 
than the maximum fi·xed point number allowable,· the key 
is stored in floating point form. Referencing an int~ger 
. 
- --- - - ---- ------------- . - ··- --- -- . 
- ,- ----- ---
-- -·----- ----- ------------- ---- :--;.~--- --- -is accomplished by using the reference name whenever the 
integer is required. The PAPS system will decode the 
reference key and locate- 1:.h.e requested integer. This 
produces the same ef·fect ·as though the actual int~ger was 
__,_. 
called directly. For instance, if it were desired to 
name the intege.r given above in Figure 2, the reference 
··name MAXN, then the key that would be assigned to MAXN, 
- . -------- ···-----------·____.--,'-
-----·---------~!!~!!__ ___ "':~-~- p~!~-~ numbe_~. 4_. 0 842900+05. Thus the system pro- ·-·~-
vi des the same flexibility in selecting variable names as 
that which exists in LEWIZ. 
- - - ~- - - -- - --- -~--
- --------- - ------· --- ---
. -- - -----· - ··-...... . 












The precision arithmetic system is implemented 
thro~gh a collection of LEWIZ subroutines which perform 
various required tasks such as input and output, arith-
metic, and file maintenance. The subroutines are 
classified according to the kind of task which-they 
perfonn: 
The Utility Routines 
Utility Routines 
Input and Output Routines 
Arithmetic Routines 
There are three subclas:.ses of ut.ili ty routines whose 
task is to perform the necessary file maintenance opera-
tions. F~gure 3 _ gi·ves a .complete listt!1g of the sub-
routines within each of th.e three subclasses • 
The first subclass, the Link Address Routines, are 
those Utility routines which operate only on link addresses. 
They locate variable addresses, remove variables fr.om 
memory, or put new ones into memory. The D VF A. sub-
:~ 
... ~ ._; 1 .. , 
routine, when called, will remove a variable fr~m memory. 
It has one argument, ~e reference label to be removed 
-- • -· ·-·· .- . .. ·, .•. ·.4_;-_,' ., ' - : • 
•• 
·from memory, as input. It removes the variable presented 
'I 
simply by returning all link addresses assigned to the 
variable to the List of Available Space (LOAS). A value 
of O is then assigned as the variable key and an exit 
~ · 




























- - - --- -
-- -- --· ~ - ----------~ ---- - -· --- -- - ----- --
..!. 
,\ 
Link Address Routines 
DVFA. (Ref. Name) 
"GETE • (Ref. Name) 
GETS • (Ref. Name) 
LKIN. (Link Address) 
LKOT. (0) 
Data Cell Routines 
·CHOP. (Link Address) 
:EREZ. (Count, Ref. Name.') 
RELZ. (Link Address) 
• 
REPK. (Ref. Name) 
I - . 
REST. (Count, _Ref. N~_¢) . 
SIGN. - (Ref. Name) 
t,r~gram Initialization 'Routine·s: 








SLAT. (Array Dimension}~-- -------'-------~----------'·- _______ _ 11 
--~ • '"'I,• • ~-~ -...---=-------.-
... ··--~ .. -~ ...... , ..... -·-···--·- ··.,",--,·.;-~·--.~-"'."- .. --,·.-- -· .. ,· ··. . . ·. . ·-· - _,._ ' 
.. 
- , __ ,,_"~ -- fffjj 
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. . . . . ' ' 
- - -- ~ ______ ,. __ _ 
. 
from the subroutine is made. (A variable whose key is O 


















be the internal representation of the integer 
609 751 012 
Let X be the variable referencing this int~ger. 
assigned to X would be 
X 9 .1077000+0-4 




wou·1a be used. The indices 91, 85, and 77 would be returr1-
ed to the LOAS, and the variable X would be assigned a 
zero key value, and X would no lo~ger·be· rec~gnized as a 
valid variaple in the sy ..stem. 
The GETE. subroutine performs the function of obtaini~g 
the link. address of the-data cell containi~g the low order 
3-digits of the integer specified as the input argument 
to the GETE. subroutine. The GETE·. ···s:ubroutine performs 
the calculation 
KEY - [ int~.ger part of (KEY/1_00.0.}. X 1000] ·_ 
and obtains as a result a ·3-d~gi t number wh.ich is the 
•• 
••• · .. .:._,c · .. ·.r•,;.i..,i. 




address of the desired data· cell. 
output value of the subroutine. 
Exampl·e: 
·.14 
This address is the 




.. , . -".': 
.f' 
.'·:.-., 
· . .r 
---- --.- - - - - ---------~-~-~-
would result m an output value 
GETE (1) = 059. 
The GETS. subroutine has the function of obtaini~g the 
other end of the int~ger referenced, _that is, it gets the 
link address of the data cell containi·ng the high order 
.3 digits of the number referenced. 
The GETS. subroutine takes the key of ·the, variable speci-
fied and performs the calculation 
Integer part of (KEY/ 1000) 
obtaining a 3-digit number which is the address of ·the 
desired data cell. Th·is address is. the output value of 
1 
the subroutine. 
Example: If JOE= 4.3127900ES were the key of some 
integer, then the instruction 
GETS. (JOE) 
woulf result in an output value_, 
GETS (1) = 431 
~ .. ·~ 
·~ 
The next two subroutines are most often used by the system. 





15 .. · . . '. 
The Link-In (LKIN.) subroutine has the task of returning 
a freed link address to the List of Available Space. Its 
input argument is the line address that is to be returned 
to the LOAS. There is no output value from the LKIN. sub-
routine. 


















before the LKIN. subroutine call, and if the link address 
to be returned were LINK = 6 77, the.n the-. instruction 
LKIN. (LINK) 
would result in the following modification of. the LOAS 

































The Link-Out .(LKOT.) subroutine does just the opposite 
of the LKIN. subroutine. -The LKOT subroutine gets the 
next available link address from the "top" of the LOAS. 
This subroutine has no input a!gument, but its ·output is 
the next available address in the LOAS. The "pointer" 
• 




referencing _to "top" of the LOAS is reset to the next 
available number in the LOAS array. If the LOAS is 
emptied, the error mess~ge 
LOAS EMPTY - PROGRAM STOP 
16 
is printed out on the printer and the program is termin-
ated. 



















before th:e statement LKOT. ·(OJ ·the:·n ·th.e ·re·s_.u·l·t· :aft.er-
















The second subclass of subroutines listed • the Utility in 




. . fi 
'" I 
Routines ___ g ro upi~g -are--·trre-- ·Data Cell Routl-nes-. They-·pr~-----'-.------Ila 
vide the ability to modify th~ata cells in various ways. 
---., 
The . PREZ. subroutine, Provide Ending Zeros, _performs 
the task of attaching a given number of zero data cells 
... 
. 1 
-:--- ~-- . ' .,.. ...... ,.. , .. ,~ - -,. ' ... " 
. ' 
- - ----- ---·-----~------------~------------- ·--







to the low order end of an integer. This, in effect, 
multiplies a given integer by the number 10 3N, where N 
specifies -how many zero data cells ·are to be attached. 
The PREZ. subroutine also generates :the appropriate 
address link~ge for the modified integer and resets its 
reference key. The PREZ. subroutine has to input argu-
ments. The first a;gument specifies th·e number of zero 
data cells to be attached, and the second a!gument is 
the reference name of the int~ger that is to be modified • 
• 
As output, the PREZ. subroutine returns a fl·oating point 
number which is the new key value that is to be assigned 
to the reference name. The PREZ. subroutine is used by 
the system in the Multiplication sub~outine to modify 
intermediate products generated by the Multiplication 
subroutine. 
Ex·ample: Let the· reference name- and key 
VOLT= 2.7932100+05 
167 208 441 
Then =to· ·at·tach one zero data cel.l, the LEW:r.z.: :statement 
VOLT_= PREZ. (N, VOL·T) , 
where N =· · 1 ··would be used. 
. ' 
If .the topmost address in 
' - . , .. " 
----- ---~---·- ~ --· --- - the L0AS were~ 2-21~ the exte-in:al- result would be-
VOLT = 2.7922100+05 
whi.le internally, the cell line NLNK ( 441) would become 
221, PLNK (221) would become 441, and NLNK (221) = O • 




In certain instances, an arithmetic routine can 
·-
- -- ________ '. ___ -generate a result. co.ntaini~g zero-valued high order data 
cells. Such a result would waste a great deal of valuable 
space. The Release Leading Zeros (RELZ,) subroutine has 
the task of removing these zero-valued data cells from a 





~ut a~gument is the label referenci~g __ tha_addres_s ___ _o_f the __ _ ___ ---~---
.. -
high order data cell of the· result of an arithmet.ic opera-
tion. Its output is the address of the first non-zero 
data cell. However, if the result of an arithmetic opera-
....____ 
. 
tion- were zero, then the RELZ. subroutine would return, . 
as output, the address of the last or low order data cell 
whose value would be zero. 
Example: Let the result of an. -a'.rithmeti.c· :operation be 
the integer . .P: ,. 
00·0 021 359, 
·where the a·ddre.ss _of the__ high order zero data cell is·--·----~-
244, and let the address of the data cell containing the 
. 
value·o21 be 119. Then the LEWIZ statement 
RELZ. (~DRS) 
where ADRS = 244 at input, would result in 
-
---------- ··---- - - ---·-·---- .. ----
. ·- ---,.,:;-:.: _ ···- .. 
as output. The index 244 would be re.turned to the LOAS. 
The RELZ. subroutine is used by the ADD subroutine to 
release leadi~g_ generated zeros •. However, since all of 
JI' 
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the arithmetic subroutines use the ADD. subroutine to 
, 
generate a result, they e.ach, in effect, us~ the RELZ. 
subroutine to remove leading generated zeros. 
The SIGN. subroutine is used to homogenize the 
·a~gebraic sign of each data cell of-- -ene · internar-- repre-
-. . 
. -
sentation of an integer. The subroutine when called 
examines the high order dc:ita c~,J._l for its algebraic sign. 
If the sign of thsit data cel_l is plus, then e~ach rema~ni~g 
·da·ta cell of the given integer is given a plus s~gn as 
part of its· int~rnal representation. Similarly, if the 
sign of the high order data cell is minus, then ea·ch of 
the remaining data cells of the_ gi~en int~ger is given 
a minus sign as part of its internal representation. 
Note however, that the sign of a zero-valued data cell 
is always plus. 
As input, the SIGN. subroutine is given the reference 
ncµne of the mteger· to be adjusted. After the s~gns have 
been· set in each data cell of that integer, · ari exit is 
made from the subroutine. The SIGN. subroutine has no 
( 
output .so that the input argument is unal te:red;--------~---------·----·:. 
Example: If 





































. been input to the system, then before it is freed as a 
valid internal integer, the SIGN. subroutine is called 
to make the sign of the integer homogeneous in its(int~r-
nal representation. The statement 
-- --------··------------- -·----------·- - ---------···-· 
----- ·-· -- -- ·-- -- ·-·--·· .. ·-· ·-· ·-- ----------------------- - -- - ---------------SIGN. (X), ------------- -- -----
I 
' . 
where X = 5.8071000+05 is the reference name of the integer, 


















The ·sIGN. subroutine is called by- the system in the 
READ. subroutine to perform th:e operation. o_f maki~g the 
" 
algebraic signs of data cells. o·f. an integer uniform. 
. 
-
The FRAK. subroutine is used to obtain the indivi~ 
--dual numeric digits of the data cell referenced as the 
_ s_econd input· argument of the sub;-outine~---- --The first in-
- -put argument specifies· which of the three digits is gotten. 
A number one signifies the lew order digit of the data: _______ _ 
.,-
cell, a number two obtains the middle digit, and the 
"'- . 
. ·-. 
---- ----- ---·--·--- -
-·-------
-· number ____ thr_e_e--¥ie I a s.-th~h-i.gh-·01;.d-e-r----di-gi.t---0-f----·t.he-----da-ta---ca.l-l-----
·-·---~----- ------·----=-=------ ---------__ ---:-~:____ ____________ _ ---
-- - - - ~ 
------- ----- ---------:~a--s·~~-0-U-t J;fiif - cff--ei e--F RAK-. --sub routine . 
The· ·REST. subroutine is used by the division sub-
routine t·o restore tl1e result of the product of the trial 




.. , ..... 
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. ·a,. 
subtracted from the dividend. This is done by placi~g 
. low order si~gle place value zeros at the low order end 
of the above product to give the same order of m~gnitude 
as the dividend. The number of zeros requirea to do 
ttiis is given as the f·irst input argument of the REST. 
-~subroutine. The second a;rgument of the REST. subroutine 
is the reference name of the product. The output of the 
REST. subroutin is a reference key of the re-stored 
product, wher estoration of the product into data cells 
- --------------b~n-s----a-t- -"Eh-e-1-ew--er-der end st-ar~-i-ng with the .low order 
zeros. FQ:t ~xample, if the dividend was the number 
123 456 789 O.OQ 
and jf the .product. ·-to ·be subtrac:te:cl :i·rt.itially was the 
.int~ger 
,, 
I 203 104 
t-
the.n this product would be repacked as 
120 310 400 000. 




highest nori.;:.zero-p1ace va.1ue-in a given n\~)~rro data cell. 
c;::/ 
-~ - . 
If the uni ts place value. i·s. the only non-zero place value 
- . 
of the data cell, the _output of the CHOP.. sub·routine is 1. 
- -------------
---- - ----- ---- ---------------
----- ----------------
-- -----=------------·----If- the tens -pos-~itien of--th-e d-ata-cell is no1i...:zero, the out- .. :-·--. 
put is 2 and if the hundreds position is non-zero, the 
... 
result is 3. 
. . 





. . ·, .... ,,, ;; .. :.: ... ~,~,~,:~ .:::....,..;.._ 
' 
-·-- - - --~---
·' 
,, 
-·. ·.-, ~" ..•. 
-. 
- --- - -
-- -- -·-·-
-·---·----------·-
----- .. -- - -- --




to repack the quotient. The quotient as generated by 
the DIV •.. subroutine ~~sstored one ~igit .per dat·a cell. 
Before the quotient is released, it is repacked three 
d~gits per data cell b~ginni~g with the low order digit 
of the unpacked quotient. The result of the REPK. sub-
routine is the reference_key of- the repacked quotient. 
The Program Initialization grouping of the sub-
__ ,. __ , ___ ,rout-ine · performs the· function of introducing the system· 
to all variables and arrays that will be used. 
' The SLAT. subroutine sets the initial values of 
the link and data arrays for tne system. It has one in-
put. argument, a label whose value is the Data Array 
\,) 
dimension defined in the main pr~gram. It has no external 
output. The statement \ 
c\ 
SLAT. ( DIM} , 
where DIM is the dimension of the Data Array, .causes the 
system initialization to b~gin. First, the SLAT. sub-
routine generates .the Lis.t--0-f -Ava-ilable Space Ar-£-ay-,-wh-ich 
at this time would be full while the Data Array would be 
empty. The number of available spaces assigned to the 
~ ,-
• -::r, 
--------·---- -- - -- -· ... -. ------ --- -------~ 
- ---------------------------------- ···--·-L{JAS-~s-equal f-6--the dimension value of the Data Array 
--------·- ---- ~· -
}. 
\ 
r ~ ' 
i' .. ' 
{ 
I • 
which is the SLAT. subroutine input argument. 
E]Camp·le-: If DIM = S, then the LEWIZ statement 
SLAT. (DIM) 















,,,_ f-.,. •u• 
INDEX DATA PLNK NLNK 
:..-; 
·' 
5 0 ·- 0 4 
"' 
4 0 : . -· 5 ·3 
3 :0 4 2:. 
,e 
·2 ·-· :a 3 l 
1 0 2 0 
The top of the LOAS I the index ad·dress s. This array 1S 
value is st·ored und·er the reference name LOAS. 
I ~ (Note: The LOAS array is .actually the unused portion of 
the Data Array.) The reference name LOAS always contains 
a value which is the address of the next available {unfill-
ed) data cell •. 
The SLAT. subroutine must be c_al.l.ed by the main 
program before any ·input or proce:ssing with the Precision'. 
Ari thmeti.c Sys tern can take place:.. __ _ 





The second major class.ification ·of. subroutines i.n. 
......... _ ..... ···-
~·-."'- .. -. - --·-
--~--- _______ ,. .. 
the Precis~on_Arithmetic Programming System is the 
Input·/output grouping· J:istea· as: 
. - ' 
- ' ' ---- ... -- ----- -






.. . .. 
,· -
- . - ___ _. ____  
-----·--~--------------
.. - -~ .... ~ . ' .. 
RITE. (Var.~able) 
LIST. (Variable) 
These subroutines perform all input and output operations 








·All input to the Precision Arithmetic System ·is 
via the READ. subroutine. The LEWIZ s·tatement 
REFE-RENCE NAME· = READ.. ( 0) 
• .. · ', 
·. 24 
in the main program when processed with cause the punched· 
. •' 
card data to be read and stored by the system. An int~ger 
bei~g entered must be broken up into pieces which are 
factors of 1000 and entered in descending value from the 
· i{ighest three digit fact'o'r of 1000 ·to the lowest order 
,r 
three digit piece. Actually, the input int~ger would be 
punched into the card exactly as it would be written, 
except that in place of the commas which are used to set 
off successive powers .of .l:oo·O:,: one or more blanks are used. 
for separation. 
Example: The in:t'e.ger-
could be punched as 
or. 
or 
_6·1, 2 3 5 I 9 6 Q I_ 001 
6lbb235bbb960bbl 
h . · .. 
where the lower case "b" represents- al)lank sp.ace ··(or-- --------~-----------------------
i-----:---,--,-____ c __ a __ r.9- column) • · Note that high)order zero need not be 
i------------ --------·---·-···-··---------.. ---- --·· ····-·- --- -·. 
punched. One other number must be punched at the end 
of e.ach input integer, the number 9999. This defines the 
end of an input integer, but it is not stored as part of 












Note that at least one blank card column must:be placea 
between the low order 3-digi t piece of the input int~ger 
" and the sentinel 9999. If the 9999 does not appear after 
an input integer, the system will continue to read the 
following numbers until either a 9999 is found or until 
the END OF DATA card is read. If any one of the portions 
of an input int~ger is greater in absolute value than 
999 an error is generated and the error message 
ERROR - DATA OUTSIDE ALLOWABLE RANGE 
will be printea on the printer and the program will be 
terminated. If the integer is n~gative only the high 
order factor need have a minus s·-~gn. If the int~ger is:, 
positive, no sign is required. 
The READ. subroutine will accept and: store correct 
integer pieces, one at a time, iri" .the Data Array in the 
order. in .. which they are read in. The subroutine obtains-
the next available data cell from the LOAS and stores 
the first integer factor- in the data _cell. It generates 
a zero address f9r. its pre_c~<Ii~g link (PLNK) address and -, 
- . 
···---·-'·· .... -s ••••• then looks. to see if there is another integer factor to 
be stored. If there is, the subroutine returns to the 
LOAS for the next available data cell address. The next 
link (NLNK) address of the first integer factor is the 
address of the second data cell. The READ. subroutine 
.. . 
., . 

























·-- ·- -·- ~----~~··-· ____ ....... ~- .·-
26 
continues stori~g successive integer factors and generat-
i~g their respective PLNK and NLNK addresses until a 9999 
has been read. When the number 9999 has been read, the 
READ. subroutine assigns a zero address to the NLNK 
address of the last integer factor that was stored.in 
the DATA array'before the number 9999 was read. The sub-
routine then generates a reference key for the inp.ut 
integer. This key is computed by taking the address of 
the data cell containing the first integer factor input: 
to the system, multip~ying it by 1000, and then adding 
to this product the address of the d.a·ta. cell containing 
·tp.e· .l.ast integer factor input t·o the system before the 
·-
number 9999 was r·ead. This result .is often too large 
to .be stored as a fixed point number so it is stored as 
·a floating point number. This floating point number is 
the reference key of the input integer, and it is the 
output of the READ. subroutine. The READ. subroutine then 
ca.l:ls .on the SIGN. subroutine to make the sign,···o.f each 
factor of the integer the same as the sign of the first 
·-----------------~-ra-:otor of the integer. This representation however,· is· 
only internal to -the system. After exit has been.,made 
.. 
from the READ. subroutine, the value that the reference 
name will have will be the floating point integer refer-
ence key_ generated by the READ. subroutine. From that 

















·-- ---~----'----- ·-··--------------·· ---~----· - __ _:___· - ----·----· - -·-----~----------·-----------·- ·-·-·-- .----····---·· -- .~------·--·-----~--,-···------ - . 
·: ~. 
e system is re erence y the reference.name given 
to the int~ger by the READ. subroutine. F~gure 4 gives 
an example· of the processing of an int~ger. 
The Precision Arithmetic Progranuni~g System has~two 
output routines, the RITE. subro·utine and the LIST. sub-
routine. The RITE. subroutine is used for most output 
operations to display int~ger dat~ in its ordinary form. 
As· input, this subroutine requires the reference key 
supplied by the reference name of the integer to be printed 
as output. The LEWIZ statement 
RITE. (X) 
when processed would =cause the int·eg·er referenced by the 
re·ferenee name X to~ ·be printed on the printer. The sub-
routine locates the_ high order data cell of the requested 
in:teger and stores this data cell, character by character, 
into a fixed point output array of 120 words. Each 
character is stored in one word of this array. After a-
data cell has been stored in the array, a blank is stored 
._-_; 
----------------- -- --------fell ewi-ng- --t-h-e- low order -ch a ra e-te r --ttf- -·th-e- -data -·-ee ± 1. · · -The--- - --· ----·-- ------------ --
' 
t 
subroutine then returns to the system to get the next 
data cell of the integer and stores it in the manner des-
-------- - - ~ --- - - -
cribed above. This continues until either the entire 
===== ...... c=•=--· "·-···- ··-----•-----·-·-··-···--·· -----------·-·----------· --------·-·------·-- ··-·-------- ------· 
integer is stored in the output array or until the array 
has been filled. In either case, the RITE. subroutine 








Input Int~ger: -432 017 635 900 000 -010· 
Reference Name: X 
Subroutine Call: 
















Reference Name and Key 
After Exit From 









X = 9.520100+05 


















,,.rr .... ="' -, ~ ....... - ... i. 
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.. 
' i, -. . 
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. I. 
· prints the 120 word output array on one printer line •. 
If the entire integer; could not be sto~~--J;,r one output 
line, the·RITE. subroutine returns for the remaini~g data 
cells storing them character by character in the output 
array,and printi~g the output array using the ALFOUT. sub-
routine until the entire integer has been listed. When 
this occurs, an exit is made from the RITE. subroutine 
returning control to the main program. The output integer 
is listed with a sign appearing only before the h~gh order 
d~git if the int~ger is n~gative. Otherwise no sign is 
liot-e-d.------rr11e-----J:nterna1--s-tru-cture·- of the integer remain.s 
unchanged by the RITE. subroutine and is available for 
further processing by the syst~---
Example: 
If X were the- re:ference name. :o:f. th·e. ·integer 
gi..,-ve11: in .Figure 4, then the LEWIZ stateme.nt 
RITE •. (X) 
_ would produce the followir.i,g print-out: 
---- -,---~-----·-·--- -
-432 017 635 900 000 010 
~or debugging and testi~g purposes, the system has 
an. out~ subroutine ·ca._lled the LIST. subr(?utine. The 
statement 
LIST. (X) 
would list as output the entire internal representation 
of the integer referenced by the name X. This listing . 






















. ·f·•- . t :-:·-;-: ... ~. -·------:-D .-' _ __.:.: ______ .. - . ~-·-~ _;., - .,....._,.__. .. :..> .-: .. :-•-•• ·---~-~::-•-• ---------------~·---~·•-••~-----------------
value, the address of the precedi~g data cell, and the 
address of the next data cell respectively. The listing 
b~gins with the high order data cell and continues listi~g 
thro~gh the low o.rder data cell. The LIST. subroutine 
---------------- ---~--:--:·----~---- ---ca1-1-- given above would result in the listing of the 
integer referenced by X as shown in Figure 4. 
The Arithmetic Routines 
All of the subroutines that have been described so 
----- - -· 
far in this paper are basically system support routines. 
Their purpose is to support the Precision Arithmetic 
Operations that the system has been created to perfonn;· 
that .. i-s, they were designed to support the Arithmetic 
. . 
Rou·tlnes. 
The Arithmetic Routines are a g-r.oupi~g of· :four maj·-o.r 
arithmetic subroutines along with. several minor S-ub~ 
routines • They are: 
----------~--· -- - . 
---
---
------- --------------~--~"-~'"·-· --·----,--------------·-.------·-·--·----- __ , _________ ,, _____ ADD. --{Dununy-, -... Re-f ......... N.ame-----1- ,-----Re-f-.----N-ame -2-}---·---<----.-- ___________ ,,,._ ·----~ · ·-- ·--- ··----- ........ ····· · · ---
. - . 
T .. 
SUBT. (Dummy, Ref. Name 1, Ref. 
MOLT. (D_ummy, Ref. Name 1, Ref. 
DIV. . (Dummy, Ref-. Name 1, Ref. 
IRGR. (Ref. Name 1, Ref. Name 2) 
CSIN . (Ref. Name) -
QKAD. (Address 1, Address 2) 
DASN. (Ref. Name} 










- -- - ~-----.,...·----~= =·--·=--,,.--~-- ----· . ·-----~- ··- - ----- -- -
~ince the LRGR, CSIN., and QKAD subroutines support 
the major arithmetic routines, they will be described 
first. The LRGR., subrout"ine finds the "la~ger of two 
integers in absolute value. That is, it detennines·which 
of two int~gers has the greatest absolute value. If the 
-
integers have the same absolute value, then the LRGR. sub-
routine selects as tne la!ger numb.er, the int~ger whose 
--- - -·- -~-
! 
; 
refe~ence name is.given as the first~unient of .the sub-
routine. If the integers have the same·absolute value, 
-· I 
but have opposite signs, then the LRGR. subroutine selects 
the other int~ger as the larger number. The smaller of 
the .two numbers is al:s.o available as an output of the 
.,.. LRGR. subroutine since·. _the subroutine always places tne 
key of the la~ger value as the first output a):-gument and 
the key of the smaller value as the second output argu-
ment. Examples (1), (2), below_ give an illustration of 
be the re.fe.rence .names and reference keys of the int~gers 
213 408 611 001 ' ."""' - , ...... 
and_ -106 259 340 321 459. 
- . -- ---- -- -- . -,- .-.- -~------ .. . - . ---- - --·- - . --···-·- ---· 
;1 
resp.ectively. Then the LEWIZ subroutine ·~ - - ' . - -::-·-· . ·1 
will produce . as ___ output 
... 
LRGR. (NUMl, NUM2} 
-- -- -- - ------- -- - ~-- .. -. -.------
LRGR(l) = 2.6111000E+05 (NUM2) 





. - -- ·------·-·----- ----~ 




If VAR1=9. 609500-0E+04 and VAR2=4. 3059000'E+04 
reference the integers 
1 -oo-9 
' -
and -1 009 respe_ctive~y , .. then 
the LRGR. subroutine 
LRGR. (VARl, VAR2) 
·~· 
... 
,... ... .. 
··._, 
. ~- "\- . 
' ' 
) 
wi 11 produce· _a,s output .~ ,,_ - - . _.,_ 
LRGR (1) = 9.6095000E+04 (VAR!) 
LRGR (2) = 4.3059000E+04 (VAR2) 
The CSIN. subroutine performs the operation of 
changing the sign of a given integer. In the process, 
the sign of each data cell is complemented. This, in ---
ef feet, makes the CSIN •. s:ubroutine the unary minus 
operation, since if Xis an integer, then CSIN. (X) 
. 
·replaces X by -x. This sub.routine finds use in the 
,s·y·s:temi·in the ·SUBT. subroutine. 
.. .. . .. ~ -- - --,--· . ,-: -~--· --------- ------~ 
. . . ·-
--- . . .. -·-··· --····--···-···· -,·-·~·--·-·-- -- - - - . ... . .. In certain instances 1 t 1·s necessary to add two 
data cells together to obtain a sum which is only an 
' intermediate. result to some more complex calculation. 
--·-- ··---------= .. ·---------------------------- Rather .a-h___::i.n -uc_,i .;nrr up space 1· 'I"'\ the data array 1· t·- would 
- - - -- - - - -- . ·- . ----~ , mi;·--- - ·~;a;.- J ----··· --- -· ------ ..LJ.-___ . -- ----- . - -- - -- ·--- ·---· . ---- . .. - - -. - ---· 
-- -- - -·--·------·-
--------------------- --- - ---- -- -- -------- ----
-- ~ ·--------
. I 
be more convenient to'-· ·use_ temporary memory locations - --·· ·-·- -----·---. 
not in the data array to store this sum. · Both the sum 
and carry, if one occurred, would be made available to 
system, and no data cells would have been used. This 
·.•, 
I 33 .r. . ...... 
sort of thi~g is done by the QKAD. subroutine a "quick" 
addition is performed on the two data cells whose addresses 
are given as a~guments to the· QKAD. subroutine. The sum, 
a 3-digi t number, and ·the -carry bec·ome the first and 
second output arguments, respectively of the Ql<AD. sub-
routine. 
. 
Example:~ Let ADRSl reference the data cell containing 
the number 321, and let ADRS2 reference the data cell con-
_£ 
) 
taining the.number 864. Then the LEWIZ statement 
QKAD. (ADRSl, ADRS2) 
produces the output 
b 
QKAD (1) -· 1:8"5 
-
QKAD (2) -·· 1 -·. 
Note that- had the statemen·t 
ADRS 1 = QKA.D :• (A.Dl~.$1.-, .AD:RS.·-2.:) 
·been given, the result would have b.een 
- _ .... , ______ - ... 
ADRS1 ( = QKAD (1) ) = 
.. QKAD (2) = 1 
·1· a·-·s·· 
·- -· . 
·- .. . . 
. \ 
• 
--- -- - - --· -· ·-- - . - _______________________ _;__ ___ ~---'--'-'----------------~....,..,.,...,-..,.,---~--,-,---------· 
•.. If ADRS2 was to be replac-e·a by the carry value then the 
statement 
--~------A ........ DRS_2 __ ~ _QKAD .. ( 2 ) -~ . ' •• ~'"- -. J \..• ..., ---·--·--------------, - . '. -- .·- -, 
mus.t be written before the QI<AD. subroutine is called · ... 




The QKAD subroutine is used by the MULT. subr.outine 




The DASN. subroutine determines the ·algebraic 
sign of the integer referenced by the subroutine's input 
a~gument. This is done by examining the s~gn o.£ the 
nonzero high order data cell of the_integer referenced. 
If the sign of this data cell is plus, then as output 
the DASN. subroutine yields the number zero. If the 
sign of this data cell is minus, the number plus one 
is the output. / 
~ 
The DOOM. subroutine dete_tm:i.nes the order of 
..., rnagni tude of an integer in terms of the number of 
data cells it required for stor~ge. - The input 
argument i? the reference key of the int~ger whose 
- ' 
order of magnitude is to be determined. The output, 
then, is the number of data cells tha:t int~ger required 
for storage. 
Of all the subroutines in the Precision Arithmetic 
System, none is more -- important than the addition (ADD.) 
subroutine. The ADD. subroutine is the. workhorse of 
the system. Each of the other main arithmetic sub-
routines require it, either directly· or indirectly, in 
---- ·-· -· - ·---- -- -·- --- ---~ -·---------------------------------- - -------------- ----·------ - -- - - - - --- ----- --- -- - ------- -- ·-·-·-
the performance of its operation. 
---- ·- ------- .. 
-------- -----~ 
-=-. __ : ___ : ___ ~=-=-=-~-----~:-~===~--------··----T-he-·-ASD.-·--subroutine performs the addition of two 
, . 
. -._,,, 
int~gers adding one data cell at a time from each 
int~ger, beginning with the low order data cells and 
continuing until the sum of the two integers is completed. 








The resultant sum can be placed in any on one of three 
. possible locations dependi!tg on which is desired_. If 
X and Y were the reference -names of two integers whose 
sum is to be found, then the three possible storage 
locations are z, X, and Y, where z is a new reference 
name different from X and Y. Thus·, the possible sums 
are 
- ---· • . ' 
.-...,_ • t:I ... -




Because of these possible different sums, it is necessary 
"to inform the ADD. subroutine which one it i~ to_ generate 
beforehand. This is done by providing the ADD. sub-
routine with three input arguments. The first input 
argument is a dummy reference name whose value is either 
the number 1, 2, or 3. These numbers tell the ADD. sub-
\ 
routine that the sum z = X + Y, X = X + Y, or Y = X + Y 
respectively is to be generated. The second and third 
-- ··-·-· ,l 
input a!guments are the reference names of the two· itt-Ees-e-cE~-~-,--~~ 
that are to be added. For instance, if it were desired 
to compute the ~um Y = X + Y, th~n the LEWIZ statement· 
. ' \ 0 
Y = ADD. (DUM, X, Y) 
-· 
would be used- - wh-ere the· value of ·ouM would be: ·th.e.· number -~~--------··_-.. ~--~·-· ........ ·_ ·•"•··--------~··-··""···~ .... - . --- ···---'-
-~--·· 
3. 
Once called, the ADD. subroutine immediately calls 
-on the LRGR. subroutine to determine which of the two 
int~gers is the. la~ger. It then determines which .sum is 
q 
• ......::n... - ·-- ·-- -~-~ ---- ---·-- -
. ..... . 
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to·be generated by examining the value of the first input 
argument of the ADD. subroutine. Depending on wheth.er 
• • • l .. • 
t~is value is 1, 2, or 3, the subroutine branches to one 
of three parts of the subroutine. That is, the ADD. sub-
routine is divided into three sections, one to generate 
the sum z - X + y if ADD (1) - 1, another to generate the - -
~~~~1'- + y if ADD (1) - 2,; and a third to generate the -
sum y - X + y if ADD (1) - 3. The first· s.ection, z -- -
\, X + Y, requires a new set of data cells for stor~ge of 
·the sum and thus requires one method of -&ddress genera-. 
tion. 
Since the sum. being generated will be stored a~_ 
a new place in the Data Array, it removes data cells 
from the LOAS to store the integer pieces generated.by 
the addition of X and Y. An entirely new set of data 
... 
·cells is used to store the sum, and a new integer is 
-creat:ed. The ADD. subroutir1e then computes the reference 
key for this new integer and stores it as its output 
a!gument ADD (1); and an exit is made. 
The second and third sections, X = X + Y and 
• .. ' 
,· .' ... / 
··"-"--· 
.. -., ... ···-,·- ··-~-e.--· ., . -- ·--·----- . 
Y - X + -y, --eacrr~-return -t·he sum--to X or ¥ -depe-nding upon----- -------------------.---
which section has been called. However, the address. -----
generation in these sections. be.comes more complicated 
than that used in the first section. In the second / 
•. J.-: ... -•i· 




consecutive data cells of X and Y b~ginning with the low 
order data c_ells. qf ~. qfld Y replac~ t.he values in the. 
data cells used by the integer X. The int~ger that was 
referenced by the reference name X before the addition 
is destroyed and-- • place of that integer • a new int~ger in 1S 
which is the sum of X and Y. The three-digit integer 
• that make the sum X + y replace the three-digit pi~ces up 
integer pieces that made up the integer X. The same data 
cells that were used to store X are used to store the sum 
X + Y. If the sum requires more data cells than were 
• 
used by X, they are taken frorrt. the- LOAS. If the sum 
requ~res fewer data cells than we·re used by X, high 
J~ 
order zero cells would I?-ave been generated. At this 
point, the ADD. subroutine calls on the RELZ. subroutine 
to release these useless data cells and return them to 
the LOAS. Then a reference key is generated and b.ecome-s 
_ ..... the--outpu-t-·of the subroutine. 
The third section of the ADD. s.ubroutine performs 
·the address_ generation of the sum factors the same way 
as the _sec9nd section, however, . the location .of th.e da.ta 
------------------·----··------··---··-----
cell-----factox.s---e-f . X and ¥ _be-eeme----:mere- eomp-l±ea-ted-.---'Ph-e-
-- - .--sub-routine has ad·opted the convention of always 
--------·-----·--------------·· ··--·--·····--- .. ·- ---· . -- ----------· 
-t., 
making. the la~ger number the primary addend and the 
smalle_r number the secondary addend. That is, the la~ger 









the smaller number is always the bottom number. This 
convention makes it n.ecessary to use a more complex 
' . 
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switchi~g proces~ to obtain the proper data cell addresses 
of-the addends. When the sum has been completed, the 
reference key is generated in the same way as described 
for the second section of the ADD. subroutine and an exit 
is made to the main program. 
• . , ) ...... "' C :;,. 
The actual calculatiori of.the sum, r~gardless of 
the form that is to be th·e resµlt, is accomplished by 
adding a data cell of the smaller number to the corres-
ponding data cell of the larger number. This sum may 
.. 
• the generation of a . which or may not result 1n carry; 
~ 
be +l 'Or -1. If does it • accounted may a carry occur 1S 
for by adding it to the sum of the next pair of, consecutive 
data cells of the addends. Addition begins with the low 
order data cells of the addends and continues until the 
h~gh order d~ta cell of the primary addend has been pro-
cessed. The secondary addend may or may not have had 
as many factors as the primary addend. If it did not, 
then zero-valued data cells are added to the remaining 
lrtgh-·-orde-r·---pr±m-ary-·-aa·aen-d--·-data-·-c·erls-·t-o---comple·te---t:-h-e-----,---
------~---··· 
sum. If both numbers were of the same order of m~gni tude, · 
~ 
-------~-~; -----
correspondi~g data cells would be added t~gether, provid-
ing for any carries generated, until the h~gh order data 
. . 










' _,,.,,.., :c--,, . ....,.,,, -- . i:' " - -. • - • -- •• -· -~-
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with this last sum, th·e process would terminate. If a . 
. carry were generated, one more data cell would be called 
for from the LOAS to store it, -and processi~g wau.ld ter- ., 
minate. In all of the above situations, the s~gn that 
would be assumed by the sum would be the s~gn of the 
larger or primary addend. The problem of c·arry generation, 
as can be seen, has also added to· the complexity of the 
.. . . .,....- .... . 
ADD. subroutine structure. 
An example of the ADD. '.sub:-r.o:utf.ne-:'·s, va:ri:o-u.s ou~:pu-t 
forms i·s. given below. 
· Example: Let x a.1td Y: tefe:r:e·nce th,$: ipt~·9e1:s 123 456 789 
· .. ,. 
and 879 644 213 re.spec·tively.. Le:t. their ·internal rep.re:-
sentation be as follows: 





Y ~ 2.3345100E+5 




















. .. . ~ : ...... 
•,;.--,, I 
~---------- ----~--- -----·--·······--·-········ ------··---- --··-··-··-··--··-···-··--·.,···-·····---··-··-·--·····-~---······---·-·-··-···-··--····-·-···-··-··-···-·-··-------····-------------. . . . . .- . . . ' . . . . .. .. . 
..____ _____ _ 
•• (J •. 
234 
451 
- -- -- ----· ·--- ·--- - - --- --- -- - -------------- - --·-







Each of the three possib.le .sum f·orms are to be gen·erated. 
For the first sum z = X + Y, .the value of the first in-
,--. 
') . ' 
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put----a:rgument, DUMMY, is 1. Then the LEWIZ statement 
Z = ADD. (DUMMY, X, Y) 
. ---





























Here it can be seen that all index addresses of the sum 
are different from those of both X and Y. 
If the value of DUMMY is changed to the number 2, 
' . processing of the LEWIZ statement 
X = ADD. (DUMMY, 


















I , ~ 
r' 
..... -.... __ !"; 
,<"" .. ., -
\ 
_ -____ -___ ~ .. -----::-x-· = _·:x-T·--y----=-----2-:·-g·o14GO cr:er+o-s -- --------------------------- · ___ .. ___________________  --------------------·----- --~-------·---- '' -
. . 
Notice that in this situation the index addresses of · 
X + Y are the s~e as the. index addresses of the initial 
integer X except for the high order index of X +· Y. This 
data cell was __ needed to store the ca·rry from the sum -of 
' ' 








the two precedi~g data cells. This data cell was removed 
-- -- ··-· . --
from the top of the ~OAS and given to the new int~ger 
X = X + Y. The reference key of X has also been adjusted 
to the appropriate h~gh order address. 
Finally, if .DUMMY _is_ given the value ·3, then the 
ADD. subroutine. call statement 
Y = ADD. (DU!1MY, X, Y) 
























As in the second sum form, the sum X + Y replaces the 
original int~ger Y by the sum X + Y. It too, _requires 
one more data cell than was required for the original 
integer Y. The reference key of the sum is then adjusted 
and stored at Y. 
·-·--··---·--·------~--· _____ ·-~--It.--iS--q-uite .possible that a zero -s.um or a sum 
-----------L--- . ., .. 














ad-diti-on-·-ir-the-numb·ers -had opposite signs. In this 
situation, the s.econd and third s~ forms, would have 
· requ·ired fewer data cells for storage of the sum than 
their res.pective original factors. In this case, they 
,, . ~ ., , 
:--;_,- • Y .-e .-......-.-~,_ r • ! 
would have returned data cells to the LOAS. If the 
result were zero in any case, one data cell would be 
required for storage. 
· .42 
Subtraction is also provided for as one of the 
Precision Arithmetic Programming System's basic arithme-
tic operations. When two integers Xl and X2 are to be 
subtr-acted, th·e LEWIZ statement 
Ref. Name = SUBT. (DUMMY, Xl, X2) ..... 
... ... . ... -.J. •. 
> 
i,:s: ·u.~ed. The input a!gument, DUMMY, performs. the same 
·task as was de.scribed in the ADD. subroutine. It tells 
where the result is to· be stored. The other two· inputs 
to the SUBT. subroutine are reference names of the 
-
int~gers to be subtract.ea. The label, Ref. Name, on the 
left-hand side of the equal sign in the SUBT. subroutine 
call statement· is the reference name into which the 
reference k.ey of the result of the subtraction is ;t.o be · 
stored. 
- ...• .i 
.. 
- --~------- -------------- ---------- ----.----- ·- ---···-· .. ~. ------ ---·-·- -- ----- ·--'·-. - .. --- -- -- - --- --- ---
After the .SUBT. subroutine has been called, the 
CSIN. subroutine is called to change the algebraic s~gn 
_ _ _ _ _ of_ the integ.er which -is. __ t_O- be .t.he sub·trah.end,. _.that .is,.·--.- - --··-·----·-·--·---·---~---------·-·------· 
•-- ....... ·-----·" 4. .......... --------- .... - .. . . - - ----· .. ···-·--------- ----- --- -- .. -----·--- ----·--~ ----------- -----------... ---- ... ··- -- -- ---- . - - - - -·- - . .. -·- ·-- - - ·- ......... --- - --· ........ ·--· ···- --·- .. ·-·--·-·- -----·---------·- ·- ··--·-···---·-· ··-·· .. ·----··· 
• - - - . • - - - - - - -- -- . -- --.--------·- ·.--·------·-·-·---··-··-•·r··--·-----•----··-··-·---- ·--·--····• ,·-- --·-·--·---------·--·· ----· • ... , - • ------·---· -_ .- -
- -- · ---- ·the third input argumen1:, of the SUBT. subroutine. The 
--· 
minuend remains uncha!lged. On.ce the s~gll; has been 
altered, the .SUBT •. subroutine calls on the. ADD. subroutine 
to add the two int~gers. This sum_ gotte~ from the ADD. 









int~gers since. the s~gn of the integer to be subtracted 
. -·- I 
····· 
was complemented bef·ore .the addition occu·rred. ,. The 
· ·SUBT. also provi.des for three various result storage 
.. 
forms: 
Z = X - Y, X = X - Y, .Y = X - Y 
·where z =, X and z =-I Y. After the diff·erence has been 
computed, the reference key of the differenc~ is calcul.ated 
and-- stored at the appropriate·· reference name. This ref-
. 
erence key is the output of the SUBT. subr.outi.ne. Before 
exit from the .S·UBT. subroutine is made, the s~gn of the 
subtrahend is ~gai.n complemented, but only if the 
difference has been stored at a reference name different 
.. 
from the subtrahend. Then exit is made to the main 
pr~gram. Since the results are similar to those gotten 





from the ADD. subrouti~e, no example will be. given for 
the SUBT. subroutine. 
The third arithmetic oper.ation incor.porated into 
'the ·Precision Ari thmet.ic Pr~.grammi!lg Sy.stem is the opera-
·t:i.on of multiplication. It is performed by the ·MULT. 
sub1;~u-t-i-ne·--w~i-Gh-·-a-l-s·e--·-h--as-- -th-ree input a~guments. The 
f·irst ~gument is the DUMMY .which is used to s.pecify 
the place wh·ere .the product key is stored after the 
calcul.ation has been made. As before the. ·values. the label· 
DUMMY can as s·ume are the in t~.gers 1, 2 , _or 3 •· The other 
two input a~.guments .to the MOLT. subr.o.utine :are the 
•. ,•i 
... 
.. -~ ' 
.. -11 .,.~- ;, . 
, .. 
\ .: ... , 
-- ------ ----•,--- - -• -· -- --- -- --·- - • -- - ·-• •• - •• -----• ·-·•--;- -- ··--·-- ------- • I' ,,,, 
reference names of the two integers to be multiplied 




. . .. ··- - - - -- . ·- ;·-· . . - . - -· 
Ref. Name= MOLT. (DUMMY, A, B) 
where A and Bare the reference labels of the int~gers 
to be multiplied together, and the label on the left-hand 
side of the equal -sign, Ref. Name, is the reference name 
of the resultant product.-
Operationally, the MULT. subroutine -adopts the 
convention that the larger number is to be the mul tipli- · 
cand and the sma·llest number is to be multiplier. The 
LRGR. subroutine is used to de_termine which input 
argument is the larger. Then the generation of the 
product begins. The low order data cell multiplies each 
data cell in the multiplicand starti~g with the low order 
data cell of the multiplicand and continues.through the 
consecutive higher order data cells until the highest 
order factor has been processed. The product is stored 









-- ; : .· -- - - ______ ....... .. . ..... ··- .. -
· looks for the ·next· h~gher order factor of the mul tipI-ier. 
If none exists, the MOLT. subroutine generates a new 
reference key and stores it at the requested reference 






. ".. . > ., ..... , ,: :• . 
. .. .._, .. ~ '.. ., ~.... . . . . . . 
-
~--·__J ______ - -- -




MULT-. s,ubroutine generates a reference key_ for the first 
product calculated and then proceeds to generate the 
. ~=1'fOd1:1et~--~o-f---th,e-~s·ec,ond·,~-'°:fa=cto,r··-=·o-f-,·t-he---,multiplier Wi.th th_e 
multiplicand in the manner described above. This second 
product is also stored in new data cells taken from the 
LOAS. When this product has been completed, the PREZ. 
subroutine is called to adjust the magnitude of this 
~ · second product by the ~actor 10 3N, where in hll-is case . 
N = 1. Then a reference key is gen~rated and the ADD. 
subroutine is called to form the sum of these two inter-
mediate products. The sum is stored by the ADD. sub-
routine in the data cells that were used to .store the 
.. , I 
first of the intermediate products, and the reference 
key of the sum is then adjusted to the appropriate value. 
Since the second intermediate product is no longer needed, 
the DVFA. s·ubroutine is called to remo·ve it from the Data 
Array, and the links it used to store the factors are 
returned to the LOAS to be available for use again. 
-·- -- . - ------ . --·----· ---------.. -·--·- --------------·----····-· -· --··--· 
·< . !, ,· 





- ·--->'·---~ ! 
After this has been accomplished, the ADD. subroutine··- - --·--- --
--------- --· obtains .. -the----n.ext .f-a-e-t-o-:r:----Of--the multi-plie~ ,- -fG-nns -its-------------·-
product with th_e· mult_ipli-cand, _adjusts this product by 
~ ... 
the factor 103N, N = 2, and adds this result to the sum 
of the first two intermediate products. Then that last 
product is removed from the Data Array, and processi~g 








This process continues in the manner described above 
until the last factor. of the multiplier has been pro-
cessed. The resulting integer which was accumulated at 
the location of the first product is the desired product. 
the MOLT. subroutine then generates a reference key· for 
·· ·this ·integer and stores it at the appropriate reference 
name, and exit to the main program is executed. If the 
.... C product. te.rm.±nated after processing only one multiplier . 
portion, that is, if the multiplier contained only one 
three digit portion, the MULT. would generate a reference 
·key and store it at the appropriate place. If the 
reference name of the product happened to be either one 
. ') 
of the input reference names, the-n the MULT. subroutine 
': 
------- .-- --·-a.-e-i-Eft-es that integer from the Data ·Array and replaces the 
old reference key by the one generated for the product. _ 
·-. 
An example of the accumulation technique and result is 
given below. 
Example: 
respective reference n-ames and r-eI-erence- keys of the 
. --·--~-~-------~---~-~~----f0-llowing in t~gers. 
. - ·-· ·--·------. -- -
-
- ·- . ····---·--·--· 
'' 2·22 333 - _ __, ___ .._ __ ..::----------·----· ___ ._ ._ - .. · --··-··~-·-· ···------------- __ . ·_· ---- .. ---~ 
and 754 368 951 
The LEWIZ statement 
Z = MULT. (DUMMY, X, Y) , DUMMY = 1 






























94 ... - -
calckations: 
NLNK 




(MULT ( 1) ) 
95 
0 
This is the result of the product of the factor 333 with 
-
s 
the integer 754 368 951. The accumulation of inter-
mediate products would be 
25·1 204 860 683 (MOLT ( 1) before) 
167 469 907 ·12.2· 000 (intermediate product): 
') 
167 721 11.l 98 .. 2 683 (MULT ( 1) after) 
Since there are only two factors in the tnu·ltiplie··r-, this 
last sum stor:~d at MULT (1) is the product of the tw.o in-~ 
' put integers. The internal stor~ge representation of 
the product is 
·' ':' '·\• ~ ' ' . 
' . 
. ' 
_f_ - -- - --- - -.--, r-----~ ··-- • • - • 
-·· ·- •.•. -- ·-··'···-.-·-· •.•. --- ........ •«• _, • ·'------···· ·-·-----·· -· . .. . . . .. --· ···----------------------------------------·-·--·--· - . ----------· -----·-··-·










---t-1-A---~~·9'4-!') ~---'"---------------------. -u ... ·. ~ " 
86 93 
-----'--- ·---------- ·--
--1-1-1- 94 MOL~ (1) =Product . 


















The reference key would be_ ·generated from the top and 
bottom index addres·.ses and would be stored as · · 
I ' z = 8.609500"0+04 
. 48 
The last 9£ the arithmetic operations in the PAPS 
is the division operation. It is performed by the arith-
metic routine called· D·Iv. The DIV. subroutine has three 
input a~guments, the first is the Dummy value referenci~g 
the location of. the quotient. The- second· and third" 
9\~}.clrguments are_ respectively the reference names of the 
dividend and the di visor. The DIV. subroutine· i.s called 
by the LEWIZ statement 
Quotient = DIV. (Dummy, _Div·idend:.,_ bi.visot) • 
.J. 
When the DIV. · subroutine is called, it fi·r$1: 
·getermines the sign of each number in order to define 
the sign that will be assigned to the quotient and 
remainder. The DIV. subroutine then pro·ceeds to perform 
the division with the absolute value of the divisor·and 
---------- -·--- -- ----------- -· - -------·--------- --- ---
----------------~ --
-------- ~--. ----- ------... 
------ -- ---------- -- ----------------
-. -- ------------- ----
_________ ,_ .. --·:-------c-c---tne ____ di-vi.dend. The order ·of m~gnit-ude of the divisor and 
the dividend is determined. This is used to locate the 
trial division·point of the first digit of the qu~tient; 
- -· --------------····· ------·--------·-
·-·---· __ , _____ -· -------
,- . 
- . 
that is, the. order of m~gni tude of the quotie.nt. For 
instance, let 
DIVD = 6 993 207 143, 
~.,;_,.....,.._ - •F/.nl<>,' 
DIVR = 53 2·14. 
The order of m~gni tude of DIVD is four, since .it contains 
four data cells, while the order of m~gnitude of DIVR is 
J 
. I 
























two. The difference of- these two numbers gives· a trial 
estimate .. of where the diyision point is located. Since, 
re:lJ;-::,.;., <,' ' 
' 1" • . .• -··· 
--------------------------.,..--·------- in the above example,. the difference is 2, the location 
,.--.;.. 
-----------·---- - - .-~-~ 
.. 
of the division point is tentatively over the last d~git 
of the data cell whose place value is second from the 
high order data cell. In this case the division point 
• over the low order digit of the data cell containi~g 1S 
this 'has_-0een done, (the 1), the pontion 993. When DIV, sub-
routine then examines the magnitude of th·e divisor. If 
the divisor is composed of only,one data .cell, division 
i$ carried on cell by cell, generating a quotient. Thi-s 
is the simple case. If it happens that·the divisor is 
.., 
composed of more than one data cell, an entirely different 
method is used to obtain the quotient. A trial quotient 
must be obtained which will approximate as closely as 
possible the correct quotient digit. The DIV. subroutine 
breaks this task into three cases each of whic_9- is 
-----------------------------·--·----------------·------------------~--------------------------.. - . 
- .-- -. ' 
examined by the QUES. subroutine. This subroutine has 
,. 
not been defined separately since it is really-an integral 
·part of the DIV. subroutine-. Its description is given now 
as part of the definition of the DIV. s·ubroutirre·-~---------The-· 
QUES. ~ubroutine first obtain$. that number of ;igits of 
the dividend as are contained in the divisor, Jgh order 
zeros excluded. These digits are then re-stored, start-









.digits to a cell. When that has been completed, the 
QUES. subroutine determines which of the two numbers, 
the. divisor or·· the partial dividend, is the larger. 
The result of this comparison is used to decide upon 
so 
a quotient value. If the divisor is the larger number, 
the output of the QUES. · subroutine is the number -1. If 
they are equal, its output is the number 0, and if the 
dividend is ~the larger~ number·, the output of QUES ~ is :the 
number 1. Using the informatiop received· from the QUES. 
I 
subroutine, the DIV. subroutine proceeds to obtain a 
quotient value. First, the high order four d·igits of· 
the di visor are .store:d in a temporary location called 
TDVR. Then .. the oi·v. subroutine generates a quotient 
using the first four or five digits of the dividend 
depending on wheth~r. the output of QUES. was non negative· 
(0 or 1) or negative ( -1). If the first four digit·_s. o·f· 
::the· dividend (ca·lled TDVD) are us.ed, a quotient value 
·-----~--
•, 
less than 10 ·is obtained. In the other case, however, 
using the fi'i:·s.t five digits of the dividend, it is possible 
to obtain a quotient equal to 10 (but not greater). If 
tjle quotient obtained in this instance were 10, the DIV. 
' 
subroutin-e--cha~ges the quotient value to the number 9. 
Once the quotient is obtained, the DIV~ subroutinep-ro 
ceeds to form the product of the divisor and the quotient. 
Before this result is subtracted from the dividend, the 
, .. 
. . /. 








. ' ' ' . ' . ' -' . ' . ' . ' 






DIV. subroutine determines the location of the di vision 
--- point~ ·Tlris point was obtained by the QUES. ·subroutine 
, 
when it generated a temporary dividend from the h~gh 
order digits of the dividend equal to the number of digits 
contained in the divisor. Thu~, the division point is 
located at a point that many digits from the h~gh order 
digit or that many plus one depending upon wheth~r the 
~ . ~ 
output of QUES. was non n~gative or n~gative • respective'ly. 
This point position is then subtracted from the m~gni tude 
value. of the dividend to obtain the number of low order 
zero d~gits have to be attach~ to- the product_generated 
above. This is ne·cessary for the_ subtraction to be done 
correctly. Once the product has been prepared, it is 
subtracted fr-om the dividend by-the SUBT. subroutine. 
---
The difference then replaces the original dividend. The 
DIV. subro~tine then examines the sign of the remainder. · 




one. Thus, the di visor is · ,fdded · to the remainder and the 
, I -
-'· -i.: 
result replaces the fcorrect remainder. Th~n on= is sub-
-
tr~cted _from_ the_q-uotie-nt value making the correct.ion 
-----·-··--··---.. ···----~----·----
-
complete. · Now the Div. subroutine loops··-back, us i~g the 
remainder as the new dividend and continues the division. 
When the remainder finally becomes sma1ler than the 
di visor, the di vision has been completed. However, the 
I 
• I 
.. .......................... +-- . 
.. 
I , _, --'-,._ 
.. , . 
52 
quotient was stored one d~git per word and so it must 
,, .. 
be repacked. This is . accomplished by the REPK. sub-
• I 
routine. The remainder is then given the global reference 
name REMAIN, and the DIV. subroutine then determines the 
sign of the quotient and remainder. In any case, the 
quotient and remainder have the same sign. Finally,_ the 
DIV. subroutine stores the quotient at the location 
:c . " s-peci f ied by the inpu·t · Dummy, and an exi·t is made to the 
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DIS.CUSSION- AND CRITICISM 
----~----- --
The Precision· Arithmetic Pr.ogrammi~g System as des-
cribed in this paper will permit the basic ope-rations of 
" addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, .as 
. well as certain data manipulations that can be. performed 
on integers .of vario~s m~gnitudes. The·actual size of 
the integers that can be used by the system is restricted. 
The system· allows a maximum of 5·00 three digit integer 
pi~ces to pe stored. As the number of different int~gers 
increases, the average size o.f each integer decreases. 
~· 
The MULT. and DIV. subroutines each. require a tempor-
ary work space that is taken from the DATA array. The 
product of two thirty digit integers is at maximum a 
sixty d~gi t integer. Since the MULT. subroutine uses an 
accumulator to generate intermediate products, the 
accumulator \yOUld require up to 2 0 data cells of tempor-
ary storage for operation. 
Division require_s a good deal of temporary storage 
to_ perform its various manipulations.·· and intermediate 
--· -~---------- -----... ---~-- ----- ·---- - . --- -·---·-·------~--·------------ -- -
--- ----- -----
-~---- ---------------------------- ----------------
calculations. For instance, the quotient as it is being 
generated stores only one digit per data~cell. The 
- -- '._,.,·---------~----------~-
. . . QUES. subroutine also generates the partial dividend 
' by taking the dividend apart digit by digit before 
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~· 
repacki~g it. 
The efficiency of the arithmetic _routines varies • 
• 
The ADD. and SUBT. subroutines both use accumulators so 
as not to waste space. The manner in which the calcula-
tio.n.s are made works well, although complementing a 
generated sum is not used. Instead, the larger number 
is always made the primary addend, and the sign of the 
- - .,..-... - • - • . - n ~ 
sum.is- always the·same as the sign of the primary addend. 
Carries were a major soncern in the ADD. and SUBT. sub-
routines. Because of the. convention adopted of always 
" 
making· the la;rger number the primary addend, _two possible 
carry values had to be accounted for. An examination of 
.t; . 
the listing of the ADD. pr~gram will show the manner in 
which testing was performed. 
The MULT. subroutine .use-s two accumulators, one to 
generate intermediate products, and the 0th.er to accumu-
late the sums of the intermediate products. After each 
intermediate product is_ generated, it is· no- longer needed 
and hence, i-t-- -i-s -disregarded and the space it used is 
returned to the available space array. 
. , ..... 
: ,• 
- --- ... . :J.~. 
-·,... 
· .. 
' • • 'I 
----·---
-----·-------··----
. .. ·- .. --
. ' -
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--Th-e--·--BI-V. ~ subroutine is --perhaps- the most complicated 
far as_ its requirement for work sp.ace is. concern_ed. 
However, efficiency of the DIV. subroutine is dependent 
upon its initial and intermediate results. In order to 
j 
. - - .., 
~I I i • • -,~ ' ,, 
' . 
be at all efficient in performi~g a division of the type 
_requi_red, the DIV. subroutine must be able to generate a ~ . . 
reasonable 'trial quotient to·b~gin division, for other-
wise, it would spend most of its time adjusting the 
incorrect quotient. That this is a problem can easily 
be demonstrated with an example. Suppose the DIV. sub-
routine was required to perform the followi~g division: 
. -- • p ---
. r \ -
199900 / 100000000. 
Choosi~g 1 as an initial trial qtiotient would result in 
a rather larger error, 80%. However, by examini~g the 
succeeding digits in the divisor, it would become obvious 
. . 
that the correct trial quotient should be 5., There are 
other similar ma~ginal cases that could cause trouble if 
the initial trial quotient is incorrect. This error 
must be kept as low as possible. 
The system that is used by the DIV. sub.routine seems 
·-- · --- -- ---to -·account for these marginal cases, as we.11 as, for 
, •• ,',i. 
ordinary situations without causing any significant error 
)· 
I 150099 / 150000999 
would be handled in the followi~g manrier by the DIV. sub-
routine. First, the order of m~gnitude is used to~~ 
. .-, . 
, . 
- . ·-"' -·· . - '~ 
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56 
detennine an initial positioning of the division point • 
. ·-· ...... 
-
., This would be located over the Iow order-·zer·o .of the 
dividend. The QUES. subroutine then compares the divisor 
with the -six high order d~gits of the dividend and finds 
the divisor to be la!ger. As a result, the division 
point is moved one place value to the right of the· 
or~ginal estimate. Since, the· divisor is·now ~maller than 
.. the modified di~idend ~eing. use·d," the first four digits 
of the divisor and the first five digits of the.modified 
dividend are. used to obtain an initial q.uotient -value. 
Here 
yields 10 but 10 is ·too large so i:t· i-:s: reduced to 9. 
This becomes the tr.i.al: quotient. The:rt ._:the prpduct 
150099*9 
i:s formed yieldi~g 13·:50 891. This then is subtracted 
from *he modified. ·dividend yielding 149 118. This value 
now becomes the modified dividend, an.d it is then compared 
with the di visor by the QUES. subroutine. The di visor is 
. ~ • ' - . - - .. "1 - ? 















. ,· .·,. 
larger so the.next digit ct.the dividend is .attached 
yieldi~g the new modified dividend 1491189. The QUES. 
-----------·~-----····;· --· - -·-·· - . - ··--------------
. 
. . ---- - ---··-
subroutine then takes the number 1500 and divides it into 
·, 
14911 obtaini~g 9 as the next trial divisor. This multi-
-
plies th~ divisor and the product is subtracted from the 
·I.: 




modified dividend yieldi~g 140 29 8. This pr.o.cess. continues 
in this manner until the final quotien·t is obt~ined. 
No err.or is gen~rated, and hence, no unne.cessary calcul·a-
ti ons are made • 
Although the PAPS is relatively fast, it lacks "the-
necessary storage space to be very useful in. la!ger 
applications. If· the subroutines were· linked and .. stored 
-,. . " o:i.i- ef ~her rnagnetf C , ta Pe-or a disk;~ it w~u1d be much rn~~e 
useful. Linking would also permit various other routines 
such as the G. D. D., L. C. M., and some matrix o.pera-
tions to be included to amke the system more powerful. 
The Precision Arithmetic Programming System in its 
present state of development is available for use and 
further development through the Leh~gh University Computer 
Center. A complete deck listing and outputs of the 
system are on file. 
. . 
.. '-.\ 
-- - -- --~ -·------- ·--------- --
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